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Blind casting requires the most numbers of casts per trip and usually requires your 
maximum casting distance. An example would be blind casting in a muddy basin for tarpon 
with a 12-weight. In a day of bait and switch fishing for billfish, you might make a few casts 
or maybe fifty. It won’t tire you as much as playing a few billfish. When you’re sight fishing 
on the flats for permit, giant trevaly, sharks or tarpon, the number of casts is few and fighting 
these fish will be far more fatiguing than casting to them. The same is true if you’re cruising 
the Gulfstream casting for dolphin along Sargasso weed or flotsam. In the western Atlantic, 
the most common schooling gamefish are striped bass, bluefish, little tunny, tuna, redfish, 
and jack crevalle. Fishing for them when they’re surface feeding usually requires long casts, 
so the boat will not put them down. If the fishing is good, you might be required to make a 
couple hundred casts in a full day! On the other hand, if you’re live-chumming with the 
engines off, you won’t need to cast far, or often.

I’ve already covered the Saltwater Quick Cast and how to cast heavy lines and flies in the 
chapter on Presentation. In addition to those techniques, I use some others exclusively when 
using heavy tackle. An angler mostly uses floating lines for sight fishing on the flats. When fly 
fishing in the deeper inshore and offshore locations, sinking heads or full sinking line are best. 
Not only do they sink deeper but their thinner diameter makes them less wind resistant and 
therefore, easier to cast. For some species and circumstances you’ll need to throw a large 
wind-resistant fly. One tip before you fish one is to attach it to your line and sink it to saturate 
it in water. Wetting it will streamline it and give it more casting weight. If your first cast is an 
important one, this tip 
will also help it sink to its 
intended depth, instead 
of sitting on the surface 
until it sinks. 

The most difficult 
part of casting heavy 
tackle is getting the fly 
safely out of the water, 
and moving fast enough 
to load the rod with little 
line out. If I strip a fly all 
the way in, I’ll combine a 
Roll Cast with shooting to 
extend the line and load 
the rod. It starts by holding the rod to the side, close to the water and slowly enlarging the little 
oval with the rod tip with accelerating speed, shooting line on each pick-up and lay-down. Start 
raising the rod tip as the oval enlarges and when you’ve got about twenty feet of line out, shoot 

wind-resistant flies like this shark fly take a heavy outfit to deliver them in wind.




